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What is the purpose of Feng Shui?
The ultimate aim of Feng Shui is to create a harmonious
environment that supports the four pillars of your life
(success, health, relationships and wisdom). It helps you
manifest your goals, and create a truly fulfilling life.

How much Feng Shui affects us

Human Luck represents your thoughts, emotions, the
way we live (education, healthcare, approach to life,
beliefs etc.). It creates up to 33% of your overall luck.
We can change it, but we are often limited by the
aspect of time, as we need to constantly repeat these
actions. It works mainly through disciplined conscious
mind effort, and stops during sleep or when focused on
other matters or distractions.

It is said that everything in our life is created via three
levels of manifestation. Chinese call it the ‘three levels of
luck’; we call it the ‘Law of Attraction’.
Heavenly Luck is related to your place of birth, time
of birth, parents, culture, your talents and challenges.
It creates up to 33% of your overall luck. Some people
would call it ‘God given’, others ‘karma and dharma’, or
‘destiny’. It is said that heavenly luck is relatively
difficult to change.
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Earth Luck =
Feng Shui & Dowsing =
Your Environment creates up to 33% of your overall
luck. It is the easiest to change as it works day and
night, all the time, via your environment.
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How does Feng Shui work?
Feng Shui works through:
 Space: landscape formations, geographic directions,
five elements, colours, images, symbols…
 Time: time cycles which identify positive and less
auspicious places in your premises, as well as
upcoming potential opportunities and challenges in
your personal or business life.
 Alignment: of messages of your environment with
your human luck over time.

Is your home telling a story?
Your house or work space and its surroundings work as a
three-dimensional vision board.
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This influences you all the time when you are present at
the property, and leaves its imprint when you leave the
location (just like dowsing).
Your house gives messages to your conscious and
subconscious mind, which either support your plans and
actions (your human luck) or hinders them.

Can Feng Shui be overcome with
positive thinking?
Feng Shui influences your subconscious mind 24/7. That is
why information present in your environment can have
such a profound effect on what you attract or manifest.
This ‘information’ is already there, even if you have never
heard of Feng Shui.
It is not possible to overcome it permanently with positive
thinking and visualisations.
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Why is Diamond Dowsing included in a
Diamond Feng Shui consultation?
Feng Shui is influenced by earth electromagnetic fields
which can strengthen or deplete the clarity of your
messages. That is why the dowsing is automatically
included in each Diamond Feng Shui consultation.

Feng Shui can help you to:
 manifest cash flow, success, work
 find romance, friendship, the right advisors or a good
team
 stay healthy, energised and maintain inner harmony
 have better a focus, inspiration, creativity
 create a space that supports manifestation of your
personal or business goals
 move forward with your building/renovation work
 take timely personal and business decisions
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 choose the best place to live or work
 sell or rent out your house or business premises

Can Feng Shui support my inner
evolution?
Feng Shui, together with dowsing creates a space that
reflects your goals and shows the universe who you truly
are and where you want to go in your life. It helps you to
align with your higher levels of awareness, understand and
fulfil your soul purpose.
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